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Abstract—One important issue the designer of a scalable shared-memory multiprocessor must deal with is the amount of extra

memory required to store the directory information. It is desirable that the directory memory overhead be kept as low as possible, and

that it scales very slowly with the size of the machine. Unfortunately, current directory architectures provide scalability at the expense

of performance. This work presents a scalable directory architecture that significantly reduces the size of the directory for large-scale

configurations of a multiprocessor without degrading performance. First, we propose multilayer clustering as an effective approach to

reduce the width of directory entries. Based on this concept, we derive three new compressed sharing codes, some of them with a

space complexity of O log2 log2 Nð Þð Þð Þ for an N-node system. Then, we present a novel two-level directory architecture to eliminate the

penalty caused by compressed directories in general. The proposed organization consists of a small full-map first-level directory (which

provides precise information for the most recently referenced lines) and a compressed second-level directory (which provides in-

excess information for all the lines). The proposals are evaluated based on extensive execution-driven simulations (using RSIM) of a

64-node cc-NUMA multiprocessor. Results demonstrate that a system with a two-level directory architecture achieves the same

performance as a multiprocessor with a big and nonscalable full-map directory, with a very significant reduction of the memory

overhead.

Index Terms—Scalability, directory memory overhead, two-level directory architecture, compressed sharing codes, unnecessary

coherence messages, cc-NUMA multiprocessor.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE key property of shared-memory multiprocessors is
that communication occurs implicitly as a result of

conventional memory access instructions (i.e., loads and
stores) which makes them easier to program, and thus,
preferred from a programmer’s perspective, than message-
passing machines.

Shared-memory multiprocessors cover a wide range of

prices and features, from commodity SMPs to large high-

performance cc-NUMA machines, such as the SGI Origin

2000/3000. Most shared-memory multiprocessors employ

the cache hierarchy to reduce the time needed to access

memory by keeping data values as close as possible to the

processor that uses them. However, caching data values in a

shared-memory multiprocessor introduces two major co-

herence problems, which are shown in Fig. 1.
First, when multiple processors read the same location

they create shared copies of memory in their respective

caches (see Fig. 1a). If, subsequently, the location is written,

some action must be taken to ensure that the other
processor caches do not supply stale data. In most cases,
the cached copies are eliminated through invalidations (see
Fig. 1b). After completing the write, the writing processor
has a dirty copy of the cache line, which allows to
subsequently write the line by only updating its cached
copy (see Fig. 1c). The second coherence problem arises
when other processors reread this dirty line. When lines are
dirty, simply reading a location may return a stale value
from memory. To eliminate this problem, reads also require
interaction with other processor caches. In this case, the
cache that holds the requested line dirty provides a copy of
its memory line, overriding the response from memory. At
the same time, main memory is also updated (see Fig. 1d).

Particular implementations of cache coherence protocols
are quite different depending on the total number of
processors. For systems with small processor counts, a
common bus is usually utilized along with snooping cache
coherence protocols. Snooping protocols [1] solve the cache
coherence problem using a network with a completely
ordered message delivery (traditionally a bus) to broadcast
coherence transactions directly to all processors and
memory. Unfortunately, the broadcast medium becomes a
bottleneck (due to both the limited bandwidth that it
provides and the limited number of processors that can be
attached to it) preventing them from being scalable.

Instead, scalable shared-memory multiprocessors are
constructed based on scalable point-to-point interconnection
networks, such as a mesh or a torus [2]. Besides, main memory
is physically distributed to ensure that the bandwidth needed
to access main memory scales with the number of processors.
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In these designs, accessing main memory has nonuniform
access costs to a processor, and in this way, architectures of
this type are often called cache-coherent, nonuniform memory
access or cc-NUMA architectures.

Totally ordered message delivery and broadcasting
coherence transactions become infeasible in these organiza-
tions, and cache coherence is based on the concept of a
directory [3], which is a structure used to keep explicitly the
state of every memory line. Directory entries are distributed
along with the memory, so that different directory accesses
can go to different locations, just as different memory
requests go to different memories. Each memory line is
assigned to a directory (the home directory), which keeps a
directory entry for the memory line. A natural way to
organize directories is shown in Fig. 2. For each memory
line, a directory entry is kept together with the line in main
memory at the home node. Each directory entry is
comprised of two main fields:1 the state bits used to codify
one of the three possible states the directory can assign to
the line (Uncached, Shared, and Owned), and the sharing code
[4], that holds the list of current sharers. Now, each cache
miss is sent to the home directory controller which, in turn,
using the corresponding directory entry, dispatchs coher-
ence transactions to the processors caching the line (if any).
As a consequence of its simplicity, this directory organiza-
tion—usually known as flat, memory-based directory organi-
zation [5]—has been extensively used in both the research
and the commercial arena. The best-known example of a
commercial multiprocessor using this approach is the SGI
Origin 2000/3000 [6].

In general, most of the bits of each directory entry are
devoted to codify the sharing code. In this way, its election
directly affects the extra memory required for storing
directory information, and consequently, the directory
memory overhead. Directory memory overhead is typically
measured as sharing code size divided by memory line size.
The designer of a scalable shared-memory multiprocessor
would like to keep the directory memory overhead as low
as possible and would like it to scale very slowly with
machine size [7], for which a scalable directory architecture is
required.

The full-map sharing code (also known as bit-vector or
DirN ) constitutes the most popular way of keeping track of
the sharers [3]. It uses a presence bit vector to identify the
exact sharers of a certain memory line. Although it is
efficient for small-scale machines, its scalability is very
limited, since its size in bits increases linearly with the
number of nodes. For example, for a simple full-map
sharing code and a 128-byte line size, Fig. 3 illustrates how
directory memory overhead increases as the number of
nodes gets larger. As shown, directory memory overhead
for a system with 256 nodes is 25 percent. However, this
overhead becomes 100 percent when the node count
reaches 1,024, which is definitely unacceptable.

Compressed sharing codes are one of the alternatives
that have been proposed to reduce the width of directory
entries in large-scale configurations. We refer to compressed
directory as a directory structure in which a compressed
sharing code is used. Compressed directories actually store
the full directory information in a compressed way to use
fewer number of bits, introducing a loss of precision
compared to exact ones, such as a full-map directory. This
means that when sharing information is reconstructed,
some of the nodes that are codified are real sharers and
must receive the corresponding coherence message. How-
ever, some other nodes are not sharers actually, thus
unnecessary coherence messages will be sent to them, which
can dramatically hurt performance. Conversely, a full-map
directory never sends unnecessary coherence messages and
shows the best performance results.

An orthogonal way to diminish directory memory
overhead is to reduce the total number of directory entries.
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Fig. 1. Multiprocessor cache coherence.

1. Apart from other implementation-dependent bits. Fig. 2. Organization of the directory information.



That is, instead of having a directory entry for every
memory line, one can construct a directory structure with
less entries than the total number of memory lines and, for
example, organize it as a cache [8], [9]. The observation that
motivates the utilization of fewer directory entries is that
the total amount of cache memory is much less than the
total main memory in the machine. The main drawback of
directory caches concerns how replacements are managed.
Each time a directory entry is evicted, the directory must
invalidate all shared copies of the associated memory line.
Note that, these premature invalidations may drastically
increase the number of cache misses.

In this paper, we propose two-level directories, a scalable
directory architecture which combines the advantages of
both compressed sharing codes and directory caches and
avoids their respective drawbacks. The aim of this new
directory architecture is to provide precise information for
those memory lines that are frequently accessed (achieving
the same behavior as a traditional full-map directory) and
in-excess information for those lines that are not accessed
very often. This approach can be generalized to a multilevel
directory organization. Additionally, we propose three new
compressed sharing codes with lower memory require-
ments than previous proposals.

Execution-driven simulation is used to evaluate our
proposals in terms of execution time and number of
unnecessary coherence messages. Results show that thanks
to the temporal locality exhibited by applications on the
references that several nodes make to the directory
information, the two-level directory architecture achieves
the same performance as big and nonscalable full-map
directories, while the memory overhead is significantly
reduced. A preliminary version of this article was presented
in [10]. Here, we extend that work with a deeper analysis of
some scalability and performance problems, and a more
extensive evaluation process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present a review of the related work. Then, we introduce
the multilayer clustering concept in Section 3 and apply it for
deriving several new compressed sharing codes. Next, in
Section 4, we present the two-level directory architecture, a
directory organization especially conceived to reduce direc-
tory memory overhead without degrading performance.

Sections 5 and 6 discuss the methodology followed in our
evaluations and the impact that our proposals have on
application performance, respectively. And, finally, Section 8
concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

There are two main alternatives for storing directory
information [5]: flat, cache-based and flat, memory-based
directory schemes.

2.1 Cache-Based Directory Protocols

These protocols (also known as chained directory protocols),
such as the IEEE Standard Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI)
[11], rely on distributing the sharing code among the nodes of
the system. For every one of its memory lines, the home node
contains only a pointer to the first sharer in the list plus a few
state bits. The remaining nodes caching the line are joined
together in a distributed, doubly linked list, using additional
pointers that are associated with each cache line in a node
(which are known as forward and backward pointers). The
locations of the copies are therefore determined by traversing
this list via network transactions.

The most important advantage of flat, cache-based
directory protocols is their ability to significantly reduce
directory memory overhead. In these protocols, every line
in main memory only has a single head pointer. The
number of forward and backward pointers is proportional
to the number of cache lines in the machine, which is much
smaller than the number of memory lines. Although some
optimizations to the initial proposal have been studied (for
example, in [12] and [13]) and several commercial machines
have been implemented using this kind of protocol, such as
the Sequent NUMA-Q [14] and Convex Exemplar [15]
multiprocessors, the important drawbacks these protocols
entail have decreased their popularity, and from the SGI
Origin 2000 [6] onward, most designs use memory-based
directory protocols, such as Piranha [16], the AlphaServer
GS320 [17], or the Cenju-4 [18]. Among others, these
drawbacks include the increased latency of coherence
transactions as well as occupancy of cache controllers,
complex protocol implementations [5] and, what is more
important, the need of larger cache states and extra bits for
forward and backward pointers, which implies changing
processor caches. We have not considered these organiza-
tions because they represent a different approach from the
implementation point of view. For a comparison between
flat, memory-based directory protocols and flat, cache-
based ones refer to [7].

2.2 Flat, Memory-Based Directory Schemes

In these directory schemes, the home node maintains the
identity of all the sharers and the state, for every one of its
memory lines. Memory overhead is usually managed from
two orthogonal points of view: reducing directory width and
reducing directory height.

2.2.1 Reducing Directory Width

Inspired by experimental data suggesting that, in many cache
invalidation patterns, the number of sharers is very low [19],
some authors propose to reduce the width of directory entries
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by having a limited number of pointers per entry to keep track
of sharers [20], [21], [22]. The differences between them are
mainly found in the way they handle overflow situations, that
is to say, when the number of copies of the line exceeds the
number of available pointers [5]. As an example, DiriB
sharing code [20] provides ipointers to codify up to ipotential
sharers. When the number of available pointers i is exceeded,
a broadcast bit in the directory entry is set. On a subsequent
write operation, invalidation messages will be sent to all the
nodes in the system, regardless of whether or not they are
caching the line. Two interesting instances of this sharing
code are Dir1B and Dir0B. Whereas the former needs 1þ
log2 N bits, the latter does not use any bits and always sends
N-1 coherence messages (invalidations or cache-to-cache
transfer requests) when the home node cannot directly satisfy
a certain cache miss (i.e., on a coherence event), for anN-node
system. Alternatively, in other architectures, such as MIT
Alewife [23], the overflow situations are handled using
exception software. In this case, every time a new sharer must
be added but all the pointers in the corresponding directory
entry are in use, an overflow bit is set and a pointer to the
sharer is saved into a special portion of the node’s local
memory by software. The main drawbacks these schemes
introduce are related to the large overhead that interrupts and
handling of these requests generate when they are handled by
software running on the main processor [23].

More recently, the segment directory has been proposed
as an alternative to the limited pointer schemes [24]. The
segment directory is a hybrid of the full-map and limited
pointers schemes. Each entry of a segment directory
consists of two components: a segment vector and a
segment pointer. The segment vector is a K-bit segment of
a full-map vector whereas the segment pointer is a
log2ðN=KÞ-bit field keeping the position of the segment
vector within the full-map vector, aligned in K-bit bound-
ary. Using directory’s bits in this way results in a reduction
of the number of directory overflows suffered by limited
pointer schemes.

Alternatively, other proposals reduce directory width by
using compressed sharing codes (also known as multicast
protocols [4] or limited broadcast protocols [20]). Up till now,
several compressed sharing code schemes have been
proposed in the literature with a variety of sizes. Some of
the most used compressed sharing codes are coarse vector
[8], which is currently employed in the SGI Origin 2000
multiprocessor, tristate [20], and gray-tristate [4].

Unlike full-map sharing code, in coarse vector, each bit
of the sharing code stands for a group of K processors. The
bit is set if any of the processors in the group (or some of
them) cached the memory line. Thus, for an N-node system,
the size of the sharing code is N/K bits. Assuming K ¼ 4, the
total size of the coarse vector sharing code for a 16-node
system is 4 bits. Bit 0 represents nodes 0, 1, 2, and 3,
whereas bit 1 refers to nodes 4, 5, 6, and 7. Bits 2 and 3
stands for nodes from 8 to 15.

Tristate, also called the superset scheme by Gupta et al.
[8], stores a word of d digits where each digit takes one of
three values: 0, 1, and both. If each digit in the word is either
0 or 1, then the word is the pointer to exactly one sharer. If
any digit is coded both, then the word denotes sharers

whose identifier may either be 0 or 1 in that digit, but match
the rest of the word. If i digits are coded both, then 2i sharers
are codified. In this way, it is possible to construct a
superset of current sharers. Each digit can be coded in 2
bits, thus requiring 2 log2 N bits for an N-node system.
Gray-tristate improves tristate in some cases by using Gray
code to number the nodes.

2.2.2 Reducing Directory Height

Directory height, that is, the total number of directory
entries that are available, can be reduced either by
combining several directory entries in a single entry
(directory entry combining) [25] or by organizing the directory
as a cache (sparse directory) [8], [9]. The first approach tends
to increase the number of coherence messages per coher-
ence event as well as the number of cache misses in those
cases in which several memory lines share a directory entry,
whereas the second increases the number of cache misses as
a result of premature invalidations.

Finally, Everest [26] is an architecture for high perfor-
mance cache coherence and message passing in partition-
able distributed shared memory systems that use
commodity SMPs as building blocks. To maintain cache
coherence between shared caches included into every SMP,
Everest uses a new directory design called Complete and
Concise Remote (CCR) directory. In this design, each
directory maintains a shadow of the tags array of each
remote shared cache. In this way, each directory consists of
N � 1 shadows for an N-node system, which limits the
scalability of CCR directories.

3 MULTILAYER CLUSTERING CONCEPT

In this section, we present several new compressed sharing
code organizations based on the multilayer clustering
approach. The goal of this approach is to improve the
scalability of the directory by reducing the size of the
sharing code.

In this approach, nodes are recursively grouped into
clusters of equal size until all nodes are grouped into a
single cluster. Compression is achieved by specifying the
smallest cluster containing all the sharers (instead of
indicating all the sharers). Compression can be increased
even more by indicating only the level of the cluster in the
hierarchy. In this case, it is assumed that the cluster is the
one containing the home node for the memory line. This
approach is valid for any network topology.

Although clusters can be formed by grouping any
integer number of clusters in the immediately lower layer
of the hierarchy, we analyze, as an example, the case of
using a value equal to two. That is to say, each cluster
contains two clusters from the immediately lower level. By
doing so, we simplify binary representation and obtain
better granularity to specify the set of sharers.

This recursive grouping into layer clusters leads to a
logical binary tree with the nodes located at the leaves.

As an application of this approach, we propose three
new compressed sharing codes. The new sharing codes can
be shown graphically by considering the distinction
between the logical and the physical organizations. For
example, consider a 16-node system with a 2D mesh as the
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interconnection network, as shown in Fig. 4a, we can
imagine the same system as being organized as a binary tree
(multilayer system) in which the nodes are located at the
leaves of the tree, as shown in Fig. 4b. Note that this tree
only represents the grouping of nodes, not the interconnec-
tion between them. In this representation, each subtree is a
cluster. Clusters are also shown in Fig. 4a by using dotted
lines. It can be observed that the binary tree is composed of
five layers or levels (log2 N þ 1, where N is a power of 2).

From this logical organization, the following three new
sharing codes are derived: Binary tree, Binary tree with
symmetric nodes, Binary tree with subtrees.

3.1 Binary Tree (BT)

Since nodes are located at the leaves of a tree, the set of
nodes (sharers) holding a copy of a particular memory line
can be expressed as the minimal subtree that includes the
home node and all the sharers. This minimal subtree is
codified using the level of its root (which can be expressed
using just dlog2 log2 N þ 1ð Þe bits). Intuitively, the set of
sharers is obtained from the home node identifier by
changing the value of some of its least significant bits to do
not care. The number of modified bits is equal to the level of
the above mentioned subtree. It constitutes a very compact
sharing code (observe that, for a 128-node system, only
three bits per directory entry are needed), but its precision
may be low, especially when few sharers, distant in the tree,
are found (as is the normal case [5]). For example, consider
a 16-node system such as the one shown in Fig. 4a, and
assume that nodes 1, 4, and 5 hold a copy of a certain
memory line whose home node is 0. In this case, node 0
would store 3 as the tree level value, which is the one
covering all sharers (see Fig. 4b).

3.2 Binary Tree with Symmetric Nodes (BT-SN)

We also introduce the concept of symmetric nodes of a
particular home node. Assuming that three additional
symmetric nodes are assigned to each home node, they
are codified by different combinations of the two most-
significant bits of the home node identifier (note that one of
these combinations represents the home node itself). In
other words, symmetric nodes only differ from the
corresponding home node in the two most significant bits.
For the previous example, if 0 were the home node, its
corresponding symmetric nodes would be 4, 8, and 12.
Now, the process of choosing the minimal subtree that

includes all the sharers is repeated for the symmetric nodes.
Then, the minimum of these subtrees is chosen to represent
the sharers. The intuitive idea is the same as before but, in
this case, the two most significant bits of the home identifier
are changed to the symmetric node used. Therefore, the size
of the sharing code of a directory entry is the same as before
plus the number of bits needed to codify the symmetric
nodes (for three sym-nodes, two bits). In the previous
example, nodes 4, 8, and 12 are the symmetric nodes of
node 0. The tree level could now be computed from node 0
or from any of its symmetric nodes. In this way, the one
which encodes the smallest number of nodes and includes
nodes 1, 4, and 5 is selected. In this particular example, the
tree level 3 must be used to cover all the sharers, computed
from node 0 or node 4.

3.3 Binary Tree with Subtrees (BT-SuT)

This scheme represents our most elaborate proposal. It
solves the common case of a single sharer by directly
encoding the identifier of that sharer. Thus, the size of the
sharing code is at least log2 N bits. When several nodes are
caching the same memory line, an alternative representa-
tion is chosen. Instead of using a single subtree to include
all sharers, two subtrees are employed. One of them is
computed from the home node. For the other one, a
symmetric node is employed. Using both subtrees, the
whole set of sharers must be covered while minimizing the
number of included nodes. Now, each directory entry has
two fields of up to dlog2 log2 Nð Þe bits to codify these
subtrees (depending on the size of the subtree) and an
additional field to represent the symmetric node selected.
An additional bit is needed to indicate the representation
used (single sharer or subtrees). Note that, in order to
optimize the number of bits required for this representation,
we take into account the maximum size of the subtrees,
which depends on the number of symmetric nodes used.
Again, we assume three additional symmetric nodes for
each home node. In the previous example, symmetric nodes
do not change (i.e., nodes 4, 8, and 12). Node 0 should notice
that the sharing code value implying fewer nodes is
obtained by selecting node 4 as a symmetric node. Then,
it encodes its tree level as 1 (covering node 1) and the tree
level for the symmetric node as 1 (covering nodes 4 and 5).
Finally, as a generalization of BT-SuT, in those situations in
which it would be required (for example, a machine with a
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very large number of processors), it could be used a larger
number of subtrees to cover all the sharers (instead of 2), as
well as additional symmetric nodes from which compute
these subtrees (instead of 4).

For the example, Table 1 summarizes the nodes that
would receive a coherence message with the proposed
sharing codes. In addition, the same information is shown
for full-map, Dir0B, Dir1B, coarse vector (assuming that
K ¼ 4) and gray-tristate sharing codes. The third column
indicates the overhead with respect to full-map (computed
as the relationship between the number of nodes encoded
by the corresponding sharing code and those that are
codified by full-map). As observed, the final number of
sharers exceeds the total number of pointers for both Dir0B
and Dir1B, resulting in the broadcast bit being set.

Memory overhead of a sharing code scheme is computed
as the amount of storage it requires divided by the storage
used for the memory lines themselves. Table 2 shows the
number of bits required by each sharing code (assuming
four symmetric nodes) for an N-node multiprocessor. As an
example, it also shows the values that are obtained when
N ¼ 64.

Fig. 5 shows the memory overhead (in percentage)
introduced by each sharing code scheme as a function of the
number of processors, for a memory line of 128 bytes. As we
mentioned above, full-map sharing code is characterized by
its limited scalability. For instance, for a 1,024-node
configuration, 128 bytes would be required to keep a
memory line coherent (100 percent of memory overhead).
Coarse vector slightly reduces memory overhead, but it
does not solve the scalability problem, since its size is
actually a linear function of N. The rest of the schemes
present a much better scalability since their size is not a
linear function of the number of nodes but a logarithmic
function. It is important to note that, for our most
aggressive proposals (binary tree (BT) and binary tree with
symmetric nodes (BT-SN)), memory overhead remains almost
constant as the number of nodes increases. Additionally, the

three schemes proposed in this work achieve a much lower
memory overhead than those proposed previously, such as
gray-tristate. Finally, it is clear that the efficacy of these
schemes is sensitive to the processor mapping that an
application uses. In this paper, however, we do not try to
optimize this mapping.

4 TWO-LEVEL DIRECTORIES: REDUCING MEMORY

OVERHEAD AND KEEPING PERFORMANCE

In this work, we propose a scalable directory architecture
that combines the benefits of both previous solutions. Two-
level directories (multilevel directories, in general) combine
the properties of compressed sharing codes and sparse
directories to significantly reduce directory memory over-
head without degrading performance. The architecture,
which is based on both the temporal locality found for the
accesses that several nodes make to the directory and the
fact that the total amount of cache memory is much less
than the total main memory, relies on having precise
directory information for the subset of memory lines
currently being referenced and, additionally, compressed
directory information for all the memory lines.

4.1 Two-Level Directory Architecture

In a two-level directory organization, we distinguish two
clearly decoupled structures:

1. First-level directory (or uncompressed structure): Con-
sists of a small set of directory entries, each one
containing a precise sharing code (for instance, full-
map or a limited set of pointers). In our particular
case, we use full-map.

2. Second-level directory (or compressed structure): In this
level, a directory entry is assigned to each memory
line. We use the compressed sharing codes proposed
in this paper (BT, BT-SN, and BT-SuT) since their
very low memory overhead makes them much more
suitable for this level than any other previous
scheme, thus achieving better scalability.

While the compressed structure has an entry for each
memory line assigned to a particular node, the uncom-
pressed structure has just a few entries, which are used to
store directory information for a small subset of the
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memory lines. Thus, for a certain memory line, in-excess
information is always available in the second-level direc-
tory, but precise sharing information will be occasionally
placed in the first-level directory depending on the
temporal locality exhibited by this line. Note that in this
organization if the hit rate of the first-level directory is high,
the final performance of the system is close to the one
obtained with a full-map directory. This hit ratio depends
on several factors: size of the uncompressed structure,
replacement policy and temporal locality exhibited by the
application on the references that several nodes make to the
directory.

Fig. 6 shows the architecture of the proposed two-level
directory. Since we assume that both levels have main
memory latency, state bits are only contained in the
compressed structure. Tag information must also be stored
in the first level to determine whether there is a hit or not.
On a cache miss, the directory controller accesses the
directory cache (first-level directory) and, in parallel, it
starts the memory operation for the memory line, which as
in the SGI Origin 2000 [6] brings both the memory line and
the second-level directory entry. Directory information is
taken from the directory cache, if it is present, or from the
compressed second level, otherwise. In the latter case, the
compressed sharing code is previously converted into its
full-map representation.

4.2 Implementation Issues

In sparse directories, when an entry is replaced, premature
invalidation messages are sent to all the nodes encoded in
the evicted entry [5]. This affects the cache miss rate (and
therefore the final performance) of processors having the
remote copy of the line, since they receive the invalidation
not because of a remote write, but because of a replacement
in the remote directory cache. These misses would not occur
if an individual directory entry were assigned to each
memory line.

The two-level directory organization presented in this
work will never send premature invalidations since correct
information per memory line is always placed in the main
(compressed) directory. For this organization, a miss in the
first-level directory causes the second-level to supply the
sharing information. In this case, the sharing code provides
in-excess information and occasionally unnecessary coher-
ence messages will be sent to nodes that do not actually
have a copy of the line. As opposed to premature
invalidations, unnecessary coherence messages will never

increase the cache miss rate with respect to a full-map
directory implementation.

Regarding the first-level directory, we assume that it is
implemented as a four-way set associative directory cache,2

and that an LRU policy is used on replacements. Each line
in the first-level directory contains a single directory entry,
which uses full-map as the sharing code. A detailed study
of the design and performance of directory caches was
previously carried out by Michael and Nanda in [27], so we
refer the interested reader to this paper.

In this work, we assume that the first-level directory has
main memory latency. In this way, we concentrate on the
ability of the first-level directory to capture most of the
directory accesses, which is a consequence of the temporal
locality exhibited by the memory references that different
processors issue. Note that the use of a fast directory cache
would blur the results. The management policy of the first-
level directory that we have implemented is based on this
consideration, and it tries to make the best use of the few
lines that are available in the first-level directory:3

1. When a request for a certain line arrives at the home
node, an entry in the first-level directory can be
allocated if the line is in uncached state, or if an
exclusive request is received. Note that, once an
exclusive request has been completed, only one
processor has a valid copy of the line. If the entry
were allocated at some other time, only in-excess
information would be available, which would not
exploit the features of this precise first level.

2. Since this uncompressed structure is quite small,
capacity misses can degrade performance. To reduce
such misses, an entry in the first-level directory is
freed when a write-back message for a memory line
in exclusive state is received. This means that the
line is no longer cached in any of the system nodes,
so its corresponding entry is available for other lines.

3. Replacements in the first-level directory are not
allowed for the entries associated with those
memory lines with pending coherence transactions.

Currently, entries in the first-level structure are not
allocated as long as there is a single node holding a copy of
the line and its identifier can be precisely encoded with the
sharing code of the second-level directory (for example,
when BT-SuT is used as the sharing code of the second
level).

5 SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

We have used a modified version of Rice Simulator for ILP
Multiprocessors (RSIM), a detailed execution-driven simu-
lator [28]. RSIM models an out-of-order superscalar processor
pipeline, a two-level cache hierarchy, a split-transaction bus
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Fig. 6. Two-level directory organization.

2. Michael and Nanda demonstrate that a four-way set associative
directory cache obtains the same performance as a fully associative one [27],
so in our simulations, we implement the first-level directory as a fully
associative structure.

3. Note that implementing the first-level directory using a fast directory
cache would need a different allocation policy that takes into consideration
both performance benefits of finding directory information in the faster first
level and total number of unnecessary coherence messages that need to be
sent on a coherence event.



on each processor node, and an aggressive memory and

multiprocessor interconnection network subsystem, includ-

ing contention at all resources. The modeled system is a cc-

NUMA with 64 uniprocessor nodes that implements an

invalidation-based, four-state MESI directory cache-coherent

protocol. Table 3 summarizes the parameters of the simulated

system. These values have been chosen to be similar to the

parameters of current multiprocessors.
RSIM provides support for multiple memory consistency

models. We have configured RSIM to simulate sequential

consistency following the guidelines given by Hill [29].

Note that, relaxed consistency models, such as Processor

Consistency or Release Consistency, could be employed to

reduce the performance impact that compressed sharing

codes have on write misses.
Table 4 describes the applications we use in this study.

To evaluate the benefits of our proposals, we have selected

several scientific applications covering a variety of compu-

tation and communication patterns. BARNES-HUT, CHOLES-

KY, FFT, OCEAN, RADIX, WATER-SP, and WATER-NSQ are

from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [30]. EM3D is a shared

memory implementation of the Split-C benchmark [31].

MP3D application is drawn from the SPLASH suite [32].

Finally, UNSTRUCTURED is a computational fluid dynamics

application [33]. All experimental results reported in this

paper are for the parallel phase of these applications. Data

placement in our programs is either done explicitly by the

programmer or by RSIM which uses a first-touch policy on

a cache-line granularity. Thus, initial data-placement is

quite effective in terms of reducing traffic in the system.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

6.1 Compressed Directories

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the binary
tree (BT), binary tree with symmetric nodes (BT-SN), and
binary tree with subtrees (BT-SuT) compressed sharing
codes in terms of the number of unnecessary coherence
messages and the overhead in terms of execution time they
introduce regarding full-map. For comparison purposes, we
also show the results that are obtained for coarse vector,
gray-tristate, Dir1B and Dir0B. For this, applications are
executed using the maximum number of processors
available, i.e., 64 processors for all the applications except
OCEAN and UNSTRUCTURED, which could be simulated
using up to 32 processors. As expected, the more processors
are used, the larger the impact the use of compressed
sharing codes has on the application’s performance.

Full-map sharing code provides the minimum execution
time, since unnecessary coherence messages are completely
eliminated. Table 5 gives the execution time (in processor
cycles) for the applications evaluated when full-map
sharing code is used (column two) as well as the total
number of coherence events (column three), the number of
coherence events per cycle (column four), the average
number of messages sent per coherence event (column five),
and the parallel efficiency reached for each application
(column six).

Column 4 of Table 5 provides an insight into the use of
the directory information made by the applications. This
depends on the L2 cache miss rates found in each case, and
we can find that whereas some applications frequently
access directory information (for example, EM3D, FFT, or
UNSTRUCTURED) others, such as CHOLESKY and WATER-

SP, make a lower utilization of this resource. This usage
constitutes one of the parameters that influence the over-
head on the execution time introduced by the use of
compressed directories. Also, column 5 gives an approx-
imate measure of the fraction of unnecessary coherence
messages that will be sent using compressed directories.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the average number of coherence
messages sent per coherence event for the sharing codes
evaluated in this paper. This number has been normalized
with respect to that obtained with the full-map directory,
which is shown in Table 5 (column 5). Fig. 8 presents the
results obtained for those sharing codes requiring a greater
number of bits and, therefore, expected to be more accurate.
Whereas, Fig. 7 shows the results gained when the less
demanding sharing codes are employed. Additionally, for
the sake of completeness, Table 6 compares the sharing
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TABLE 3
Base System Parameters

TABLE 4
Benchmarks and Input Sizes Used in This Work



codes in terms of the percentage of bits that are saved

regarding full-map (see Section 3 for a detailed discussion).
As derived from Fig. 7, when a small sharing code is

employed, slight increases in the length of the sharing code

translates into significant reductions on the number of

unnecessary coherence messages in most cases. Completely

removing the sharing code (Dir0B scheme) significantly

increases the number of messages that are sent on a coherence

event (up to 63 times more messages are sent for FFT). Using a

small sharing code as BT reduces this count, although much
more coherence messages are still sent (35 times more for

MP3D, 30 for WATER-NSQ and 23 for BARNES and RADIX).

Adding symmetric nodes to BT (which supposes just two

additional bits to the final size) obtains the best results,

reducing the count to less than 15 times more messages than a

full-map sharing code for all the applications but FFT and

MP3D.
On the other hand, for the most “memory consuming”

sharing codes, there is no unique sharing code which can

obtain the best results in all the cases. Whereas Dir1B

exhibits the poorest performance for all the applications,

coarse vector obtains the best results for BARNES and

WATER-SP, gray-tristate for CHOLESKY, EM3D, MP3D, UN-

STRUCTURED, and WATER-NSQ, and BT-SuT for FFT,

OCEAN, and RADIX. Now, having a greater number of bits

for codifying the sharing code does not necessarily imply

obtaining better results. For example, BT-SuT requires

approximately half the number of bits used by gray-tristate

and coarse vector.

Comparing the different sharing codes in terms of the
number of messages that are sent per coherence event gives
an idea about their accuracy. However, the most important
metric is the impact on the application execution times.
Figs. 9 and 10 plot the execution times obtained for the
evaluated sharing codes. These times have also been
normalized with respect to the execution time obtained
for the full-map directory, so these graphs actually show the
overhead introduced by the appearance of unnecessary
coherence messages.

Although in most cases there is a correlation between the
increment in the number of unnecessary coherence mes-
sages observed in Figs. 7 and 8 and the performance
degradation shown in Figs. 9 and 10, there are some
situations in which this is not true. In particular, for OCEAN

and WATER-SP, the degradation observed in terms of
execution time when using Dir0B is lower than that
obtained when using BT-SN. However, Dir0B was shown
to send more messages than BT-SN on average. These
apparently incoherent results are a consequence of the
excessive number of coherence messages that must be sent
on every coherence event, most of which are indeed
unnecessary coherence messages. This excessive number
of coherence messages frequently exhausts the buffers in
the system (network and directory buffers) and causes that
some of the requests cannot be served by the corresponding
directory at a certain time, so they have to be retried. This
indeterministic behavior is commonly found in systems
excessively loaded.

As expected, application performance is significantly
degraded when Dir0B, BT, or BT-SN sharing codes are used
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TABLE 5
Execution Times, Number of Coherence Events,

Number of Events per Cycle, Messages per Event, and
Parallel Efficiency for the Applications Evaluated, when

Full-Map Sharing Code Is Used

Fig. 7. Normalized number of messages per coherence event for Binary

Tree with Symmetric Nodes (BT-SN), Binary Tree (BT), and Dir0B

sharing codes.

Fig. 8. Normalized number of messages per coherence event for coarse

vector, gray-tristate, Binary Tree with Subtrees (BT-SuT), and Dir1B

sharing codes.

TABLE 6
Number of Bits (%) that Are Saved when Each Compressed

Sharing Code Is Used Compared to Full-Map



(see Fig. 9). Application execution times are increased to
unacceptable levels when the Dir0B scheme is applied. For
most applications, slowdowns of more than three are
suffered. This means that eliminating the sharing code
does not constitute an effective solution to the scalability
problem. As far as our schemes are concerned, BT obtains
the worst results for all applications except OCEAN. We can
see how the addition of such a small sharing code as BT
significantly reduces the penalty suffered by Dir0B for some
applications as CHOLESKY, EM3D, FFT, RADIX, and UN-

STRUCTURED. For these applications, the average number
of messages sent on a coherence event is much lower when
BT sharing code is employed. On the other hand, for
BARNES, MP3D, and WATER-NSQ, BT sharing code was
unable to reduce unnecessary coherence messages too
much, and slowdowns of more than 3 were still suffered.

Adding symmetric nodes to BT (BT-SN) reduces the
degradation observed for BT for some applications such as
BARNES, CHOLESKY, RADIX, UNSTRUCTURED, and WATER-

NSQ. For other applications such as EM3D and FFT, both BT-
SN and BT send approximately the same number of
messages on every coherence event (see Fig. 7) and similar
degradations are observed for both sharing codes. Finally,
MP3D performance is significantly degraded even when BT-
SN is used (a slowdown of more than three) and more
elaborated sharing codes are needed.

Regarding the binary tree with subtrees (BT-SuT), Fig. 10
shows how this sharing code significantly improves the
results obtained by BT-SN for all the applications. The
overhead introduced by BT-SuT scheme is small for

CHOLESKY (1.04), EM3D (1.12), FFT (1.09), OCEAN (1.12),
RADIX (1.01), and UNSTRUCTURED (1.19). However, the
degradation introduced by this sharing code is still very
important for some other applications such as BARNES

(1.66), WATER-NSQ (1.39), WATER-SP (1.80) and, especially,
for MP3D (2.71).

Comparing the directory schemes presented in this work
with others previously proposed (Dir1B, coarse vector and
gray-tristate), we can observe thatBT-SuT outperformsDir1B
for all the applications. Both sharing codes have approxi-
mately the same length, however, BT-SuT makes more
effective use of the bits. For CHOLESKY, EM3D, FFT, OCEAN,
RADIX, and UNSTRUCTURED, BT-SuT, coarse vector and
gray-tristate obtain comparable numbers. For BARNES,
MP3D, WATER-NSQ, and WATER-SP, coarse vector obtains
better results than BT-SuT and gray-tristate, although the
differences are not very important. BT-SuT and gray-tristate
sharing codes reach very similar performance numbers for
these applications. In this way, we can conclude from Table 6
that BT-SuT achieves the best trade off between memory
overhead and performance degradation.

6.2 Two-Level Directories

Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14 show the normalized execution times
(with respect to the full-map directory) obtained with a two-
level directory architecture, using different compressed
sharing codes for the second-level directory. We evaluate
two sizes for the full-map (FM) first-level directory: 512 and
1,024 entries. We have chosen these values according to the L2
cache size (512 KB). Having a first-level directory with 512
and 1,024 full-map entries results in total sizes (excluding
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Fig. 9. Normalized execution times for BT-SN, BT, and Dir0B sharing

codes.

Fig. 10. Normalized execution times for coarse vector, gray-tristate,

BT-SuT, and Dir1B sharing codes.

Fig. 11. Normalized execution times when the Dir0B sharing code is

used for the second-level directory.

Fig. 12. Normalized execution times when the Binary Tree (BT) sharing

code is used for the second-level directory.



tags) of 4 KB and 8 KB, respectively, which constitutes less
than 0.8 percent and 1.6 percent of the L2 cache size,
respectively.

First of all, we evaluate a directory architecture consisting
of just a directory cache. For this, we set Dir0B as the sharing
code for the second-level directory. Fig. 11 shows the
normalized execution times obtained with a directory
architecture combining both a directory cache of 512 and
1,024 entries and a Dir0B second-level directory (Dir0Bþ
DCð512Þ andDir0BþDCð1; 024Þ, respectively). For compar-
ison purposes, results for Dir0B are also included. We can
observe that, once a directory cache is used, the performance
overhead introduced by the lack of the sharing code almost
disappears for BARNES, EM3D, MP3D, UNSTRUCTURED,
WATER-NSQ, and WATER-SP, especially when 1,024 entries
are used for the first-level directory. Due to the locality
exhibited by these applications, directory references are
concentrated on a small number of memory lines whose
corresponding directory entries are frequently found in the
first-level directory. On the contrary, for the rest of the
applications having only a directory cache is not enough,
since it still introduces important performance penalties.

Fig. 12 presents the results obtained when the BT scheme
is utilized for the second-level directory. As can be
observed, the significant degradation introduced by such
an aggressive compressed sharing code is almost hidden by
the first-level directory, although 1,024 entries are needed.
These results are very promising, since the scalability of
multiprocessors can be significantly enhanced using such a
scalable compressed directory while performance is kept
almost intact due to the presence of the first-level directory.
Nevertheless, FFT, OCEAN, and RADIX still present some
performance degradation, which may indicate that BT
could be too aggressive for the second level.

Fig. 13 shows the performance of the two-level directory
when the BT-SN sharing code is considered for the
compressed structure. As shown in Fig. 13, changing to
BT-SN sharing code for the second-level directory has a
minor impact on the final performance of FFT and OCEAN

and the degradation numbers previously observed are also
obtained. However, using BT-SN as the sharing code for the
second-level directory in RADIX, significantly reduces the
degradation previously reported, although 1,024 entries in
the first level are needed.

Finally, Fig. 14 depicts the same results when BT-SuT is
considered for the second-level directory. Observe that
using just 512 entries in the first level (which constitutes less
than 0.8 percent of the L2 cache size) practically eliminates
the penalty introduced by BT-SuT compressed sharing
code, and the performance of a full-map directory is
reached.

7 CONCLUSIONS

One important issue the designer of a scalable shared-
memory multiprocessor must deal with is the amount of
extra memory required to store the directory information. It
is desirable that the directory memory overhead be kept as
low as possible, and that it scales very slowly with the size
of the machine. Unfortunately, current directory architec-
tures provide scalability at the expense of performance. This
work presents a scalable directory architecture which
significantly reduces the size of the directory for large-scale
configurations of a multiprocessor without degrading the
performance.

First, the multilayer clustering concept is introduced and
from it, three new compressed sharing codes are derived.
Binary tree, binary tree with symmetric nodes, and binary tree
with subtrees are proposed as new compressed sharing codes
with less memory requirements than existing ones. Com-
pressed sharing codes reduce the directory entry width
associated with a memory line, by having an in-excess
representation of the nodes holding a copy of this line.
Unnecessary coherence messages degrading the perfor-
mance of directory protocols appear as a result of this
inaccurate way of keeping track of the sharers. A compar-
ison between our three proposals and full-map sharing code
is carried out to evaluate such a degradation. Also, a
comparison with three of the most relevant existing
compressed sharing codes, coarse vector, Dir1B, and gray-
tristate, is presented. Results show that compressed direc-
tories slowdown application performance due to the
presence of unnecessary coherence messages. Despite this
degradation, the proposed scheme BT-SuT achieves a better
trade off between performance penalty and memory over-
head than previously proposed compressed sharing codes.

Then, we propose a novel directory architecture to
alleviate the performance penalty introduced by com-
pressed sharing codes. Two-level directory architectures
combine a very small uncompressed first-level structure
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Fig. 13. Normalized execution times when the Binary Tree with

Symmetric Nodes (BT-SN) sharing code is used for the second-level

directory.

Fig. 14. Normalized execution times when the Binary Tree with Subtrees

(BT-SuT) sharing code is used for the second-level directory.



(full-map directory) with a second-level compressed struc-
ture. Results for this directory organization show that a
two-level directory combining both a small first-level
directory and a BT-SuT second-level directory can achieve
the performance figures obtained by a system which uses a
big and nonscalable full-map directory, and drastically
reduces memory requirements for the directory. Addition-
ally, due to the small size of BT-SuT, the need of external
storage for the second level could be avoided since, as in
[16] and [34], it could be directly stored in main memory by
computing ECC at a coarser granularity and utilizing the
unused bits. This approach leads to lower cost by requiring
fewer components and pins, and provides a simpler system
scaling.

Finally, it is sure that chip multiprocessing (CMP) will
increase the total number of CPUs that cc-NUMA multi-
processors can offer at a reasonable price. In this way,
directory memory overhead will continue to be a prevalent
problem. In this context, we are currently studying a CMP
architecture in which every CPU has its own first-level
directory, which quickly provides precise sharing informa-
tion for a subset of the memory lines it is working on,
whereas the compressed second-level directory, which is
kept in main memory, is shared between all the cores.
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